Multifunctions on a two-element
Introduction
In the theory of discrete functions the classical problem is description of lattice of clones. Full description of a lattice is obtained only for Boolean functions [1, 2] . Because of difficulty of this problem lattice fragments are studied, for example, the minimum and maximum elements, different intervals. In particular, we note that the descriptions of all maximal clones are known for functions of k -valued logic, partial functions of k -valued, hyperfunctions and ultrafunctions on a two-element and partial hyperfunctions on a two-element set [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Some maximal clones of partial ultrafunctions found in [9, 10] . In this paper we got a description of one maximal clone of partial ultrafunctions on a two-element set.
Basic concepts and definitions
Let E 2 = {0, 1} и F = {∅, {0}, {1}, {0, 1}}. We define the following sets of functions: P * 2,n = {f |f : E n 2 → F }, P * 2 = ∪ n P * 2,n , P 2,n = {f |f ∈ P * 2,n end |f (α)| = 1 for everyα ∈ E n 2 }, P 2 = ∪ n P 2,n .
Functions from P 2 are called Boolean functions, and functions from P * 2 are called multifunctions on E 2 .
By definition [9, 10] we believe that the superposition A set of function closed with respect to the operation of superposition and containing all the projections is called clone.
If for the clone K do not exist clone 
The function of P * 2,n define its values at the binary tuples, the vector of values write in a row or column, and binary tuples assume to be given in the natural order.
If h(x, y) = (001−), f (x, y) = (10 − 1), g(x, y) = (−00 * ), then entry
means that superposition h(f (x, y), g(x, y)) is equal to the function (10 − * ).
Auxiliary statements
Here are some auxiliary results.
Proof. This follo ws from the fact that for every binary tuple (β 1 , . . . , β n ) is performed
Consider the predicate
t are all sorts of columns in which α, β, γ, δ ∈ F are simultaneously satisfy two conditions:
• in every column (α, β, γ, δ) t among α, β, γ, δ least two assume the value * ;
• in every column (α, β, γ, δ) t , if 0 or 1 are found among α, β, γ, δ, then all of them are not equal to −.
Proofs of the following Lemmas 2 and 3 are identical with the proofs of the corresponding assertions of the work [8] . The proof of the following lemma is given in the works [10, 11] . Proof. Let us first show that P ol(R 4 ) is a clone. By the Corollary 1, and due to the fact that the projections preserve the predicate R 4 remains to prove that R 4 is closed with respect to the operation of superposition. Proof by contradiction.
The main result
Let
where f, g 1 , . . . , g m are arbitrary functions of the class P ol(R 4 ).
Suppose there are tuplesα
 coincides with one of the following columns: Since swapping rows in the predicate R 4 does not change it, it is sufficient to consider the cases:
where α ∈ {0, 1} и s, l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
We note that the tuplesα i = (α 
We consider the above four options. Everywhere we obtain a contradiction to Lemma 1.
For the first three rows we choose rectificationsδ 1 ,δ 2 ,δ 3 such that in which h is equal to 0, and for the fourth row we choose rectificationδ
For the second, third and fourth rows we choose rectificationsδ 2 ,δ 3 ,δ 4 such that in which h is equal to 1, and for the first row we choose rectificationδ 1 such that
For the first three rows we choose rectificationsδ 1 ,δ 2 ,δ 3 such that h(δ i ) = ρ i ̸ = * , where i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and for the fourth row we choose rectificationδ 4 such that (δ
, where α ∈ {0, 1} и s, l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. If there is the rectificationδ of tuplẽ α l in which value of h is equal to −, then there exists the rectificationτ of tupleα s such that
If this rectification does not exist, then there are two rectificationsδ 1 ,δ 2 of tupleα l such that h(δ 1 ) = 0 and h(δ 2 ) = 1. In case, when α = 0 we have h 
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